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Stress relaxation in unentangled and entangled polymer liquids
Avik P. Chatterjee,a) Phillip L. Geissler, and Roger F. Loring
Department of Chemistry, Baker Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

~Received 19 October 1995; accepted 29 December 1995!

We develop a stochastic model for the dynamics of a dense fluid of flexible linear macromolecules.
A polymer is represented by a harmonic chain of beads whose mobilities fluctuate in time between
two values. A bead in the low-mobility state does not execute local motions, but may move by a
cooperative slithering process involving the entire chain. A bead in the high-mobility state may
execute both local and slithering motions. The rate at which the mobilities fluctuate is determined
self-consistently as a function of chain length through an ansatz that associates these fluctuations
with the configurational relaxation of neighboring molecules. We calculate the viscoelastic shear
modulus and the coefficients of shear viscosity and self-diffusion for this model. The coefficient of
shear viscosityh shows three regimes of dependence on chain lengthN. For a fluid of short chains,
h;N, in agreement with the Rouse model and with the behavior of laboratory polymers. For a
liquid of longer chains,h displays anN dependence that is intermediate betweenN3 andN4, in
agreement with laboratory measurements. In the asymptotic limit of largeN, h;N3, in agreement
with the prediction of the tube model. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!50613-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

The character of viscoelastic relaxation in a dense fluid
of linear macromolecules depends strongly on chain
length.1–7 For molecules shorter than a critical length, the
coefficient of shear viscosityh is found to be proportional to
molecular weightM , in agreement with the prediction of the
Rouse model.3 Fluids composed of molecules longer than
this critical length6,7 have viscosities that scale approxi-
mately asM3.4. In the tube model,3,8 the predominant mecha-
nism for center-of-mass translation and configurational relax-
ation is represented by the motion of a chain confined to a
tube. The predictions of this model for a variety of observ-
ables show semiquantitative agreement with laboratory and
computer experiments.1,3 The tube model in its original form
predictsh;M3 in the long-chain limit.3 The discrepancy be-
tween this prediction and the results of laboratory measure-
ments has motivated numerous treatments of stress relax-
ation in fluids of long chain molecules, which may be
divided into approaches that retain the basic assumptions of
the tube model2,4,9–13and those that replace the tube model
with a different paradigm.14–19

The analysis of the tube model that leads to theM3

scaling ofh is based on a consideration of the motion of the
chain’s center of mass, neglecting the relaxation of intramo-
lecular modes.3 Both theoretical analysis9,21 and
simulation11,12,20have demonstrated that the inclusion of the
effects of such modes leads to a prediction forh that displays
anM dependence stronger thanM3 but weaker thanM4 for
intermediate values ofM and which crosses over to an as-
ymptoticM3 behavior. This finding agrees with the conjec-
ture of Graessley,22 who noted that the tube model overesti-
matesh relative to laboratory measurements and proposed

that the laboratory polymers studied were not sufficiently
long to display asymptotic behavior. A different approach to
interpreting the exponent 3.4 was taken by Weisset al.,
whose calculation of stress relaxation as a multichain rather
than a single-chain phenomenon yielded a viscosity exponent
of 10/3.23 A similar consideration underlies the ‘‘double-
reptation’’ theory of the viscoelastic shear modulus devel-
oped by des Cloizeaux.10 Since the original version of the
tube model treats the environment of a molecule as strictly
static, several approaches have been developed to incorpo-
rate dynamics of the environment into the tube model.2,22

These treatments include the model of Rubinstein and
Colby,4 in which the tube is treated as a Rouse chain whose
beads have randomly assigned static mobilities, and that of
Watanabe and Tirrell,13 in which the rate of tube relaxation
varies along the tube.

Several recent descriptions of relaxation in dense poly-
mer fluids present alternatives to the tube picture.14–19

Schweizer17 has developed a treatment of dynamics in dense
polymer liquids that generalizes molecular theories of the
structure and dynamics of simple fluids. This mode-coupling
strategy yields a generalized Langevin equation with a spa-
tially nonlocal memory kernel that is evaluated from a mo-
lecular derivation. Herman has developed a stochastic model
whose assumptions challenge those of the tube picture.16 In
this description, chains move predominantly through the dif-
fusion of mutual points of contact laterally along the chain
backbones.

We have developed two related models of polymer dy-
namics that do not employ the tube hypothesis. In the freely
jointed chain~FJC! model, a chain composed of rigid bonds
moves by two competing dynamical processes.24 The first of
these is a local conformational change that proceeds by a
kink–jump motion whose rate is a stochastic variable that
fluctuates between zero and a finite value. These fluctuations
mimic dynamics in the environment of the chain. The second
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dynamical process is a slithering motion whose rate is in-
versely proportional to the chain length. This mode of mo-
tion is unaffected by the fluctuations that control the local
conformational changes. The rate at which the medium vari-
ables fluctuate is determined self-consistently by equating it
to the rate of the slowest conformational relaxation process
of a chain. We have related the calculation of several observ-
ables for this model to solutions of random walks with dy-
namical disorder on a variety of lattices.25–27These are sto-
chastic processes in which the hopping rate of the walker
fluctuates in time. We have adapted the effective medium
approximation~EMA! of Harrison and Zwanzig25 and of
Sahimi26 to treat the random walks that are relevant to cal-
culations with the FJC model. Our calculations of the mo-
lecular weight dependence of the self-diffusion
coefficient24~e! and of the time and wave vector dependence
of the dynamic structure factor24~f! have been shown to agree
well with results of laboratory experiment and computer
simulation. Calculation of viscoelastic properties for the FJC
model is complicated by the forces of constraint associated
with the rigid bonds. In Ref. 24~b!, Szleifer and Loring re-
lated the calculation of the shear modulusG(t) to a two-
dimensional random walk with correlated dynamical disor-
der, whose analysis was deemed to be intractable.

In order to calculateG(t), Chatterjee and Loring devel-
oped a dynamically disordered Rouse~DDR! model, in
which the constraint forces of the FJC model are replaced by
harmonic forces.28 The connection between dynamical freely
jointed chain models and harmonic models in the absence of
disorder has been well established.29 In the DDR model,
bead mobilities are uncorrelated stochastic variables which
fluctuate between zero and a finite value. The model may be
viewed as a dynamical generalization of statically disordered
Rouse models that have been treated previously.4,30,31 The
DDR model differs from the FJC model in two important and
related respects. First, the DDR model does not include a
slithering mode, so that a bead in its low mobility state is
absolutely immobile. Second, the rate of medium fluctua-
tions is treated as an externally specified parameter, rather
than being evaluated self-consistently as a function of chain
length. Application of this self-consistent procedure to the
DDR model in the absence of a slithering mode yields un-
physical results. In Ref. 28, we developed an approximation
strategy for determiningG(t) within the DDR model that
yields a plateau inG(t) for a slowly relaxing medium. Be-
cause the medium relaxation rate was not related to the chain
length, the crossover from unentangled to entangled behavior
as a function of increasing chain length could not be inves-
tigated.

In the present work, we generalize the DDR model of
Ref. 28 to include a slithering mode and a self-consistent
determination of the medium relaxation rate as a function of
chain length. We designate this model the DDRS model~dy-
namically disordered Rouse model with slithering! to facili-
tate discussion of the comparison to our previous DDR
model. A polymer chain in the DDRS model is assumed to
move by two dynamical processes. The first is a Rouse mo-
tion that is constrained by dynamical obstacles, and the sec-

ond is a slithering motion that is unaffected by the obstacles.
The dynamical obstacles impeding local motions are repre-
sented by fluctuations in the bead friction coefficients, as in
the DDR model.28 The slithering rate is taken to be inversely
proportional to the chain length, since it mimics a coopera-
tive motion involving the entire chain.24~b! Because the relax-
ation rate of the dynamical obstacles is determined self-
consistently from the chain dynamics, its form reflects
contributions from both slithering and hindered Rouse mo-
tions. For this reason, the slithering motions and Rouse dy-
namics arenot treated as independent, uncoupled processes
in this model. The Rouse dynamics are influenced by the
slithering mode through the relaxation of obstacles, but the
slithering mode is unaffected by the local motions.

In the unentangled limit of short chains in which the
Rouse motions are not significantly hindered, the slithering
motion, while technically present, makes a negligible contri-
bution to dynamical properties. In the strongly entangled
limit, the chain moves through a combination of slithering
and Rouse motion. In the crossover regime between en-
tangled and unentangled behavior, both slithering and local
motions contribute to the dynamics. This model is based on
the ansatz that in this crossover regime in which the chain’s
local motions are not as strongly constrained as in the en-
tangled limit, a slithering motion may still be identified. The
validity of this assumption remains to be tested by computer
simulations of molecular models of polymer melts. Within
the context of the present model, this ansatz may be tested a
posteriori through comparison of our calculations to data
from laboratory and computer experiments. The FJC model,
which contains the same ansatz, has been shown to yield
reasonable results for the diffusion coefficient24~e! and the
dynamic structure factor24~f! for systems that are neither un-
entangled nor strongly entangled. In Sec. II, the DDRS
model is defined, and the self-consistent determination of the
medium relaxation rate is described. Section III is devoted to
the treatment ofG(t). Calculations ofG(t), the storage and
loss moduli, andh are presented and discussed in Sec. IV.

II. THE DDRS MODEL

We represent the polymer by a harmonic chain ofN
beads whose mobilities fluctuate in time. The mobility of
bead j is proportional to a stochastic medium variablesj ,
whose value fluctuates between 0 and 1. The state of the
system at timet is specified by the chain configuration
R5~r1,r2,...,rN! and the state of the medium
s5~s1,s2,...,sN! at that time. We defineP~R,s,t;R0! to be
the probability density that the polymer has configurationR
and the medium has states at timet, given that the polymer
had configurationR0 at t50, and that the medium was ini-
tially at equilibrium. The DDRS model is defined by the
following equation of motion forP~R,s,t;R0!:
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]P~R,s,t;R0!

]t
5L̂DDRP~R,s,t;R0!1L̂SP~R,s,t;R0!

1(
s8

Vss8P~R,s8,t;R0!

2k~ t !(
j51

N

yj
]P~R,s,t;R0!

]xj
. ~2.1!

The final term in Eq.~2.1! represents the time evolution ofP
due to an externally imposed velocity gradient characterized
by strain ratek(t). The operatorL̂DDR in Eq. ~2.1! is defined
as

L̂DDRP~R,s,t;R0!5(
j51

N

D j~s!¹ j
2P~R,s,t;R0!

2 (
j ,m51

N

“ j–@Vjm~s!rmP~R,s,t;R0!#.

~2.2!

In Eq. ~2.2!, Vjm~s! andDj ~s! are defined as in Eq.~2.1! of
Ref. 28 for the DDR model

Dj~s!5s j@kBT/j#, ~2.3a!

Vjm~s!5s jWjm , ~2.3b!

Wjm5w@d j ,m211d j ,m1122d jm#, 1, j ,m,N, ~2.3c!

W1m5Wm15w@dm,22dm,1#, ~2.3d!

WNm5WmN5w@dm,N212dm,N#, ~2.3e!

w53kBT/~b
2j!. ~2.3f!

The operatorL̂DDR describes the dynamics of a Rouse chain
in which beadj is assigned the mobilitysj /j, with j repre-
senting the friction coefficient for a mobile bead. The time
scale for these dynamics is set by the ratew in Eq. ~2.3f!,
which is proportional to the ratio of the force constant of a
harmonic bond to the monomer friction coefficient. The root-
mean-squared separation of adjacent beads is denotedb in
Eq. ~2.3f!.

The operatorL̂S in Eq. ~2.1! is defined by

L̂SP~R,s,t;R0!

5
w

4pN E dû@P~r12ubNuû,r1 ,r2 ,...rN21 ,s,t;R0!

1P~r2 ,r3 ,...,rN ,rN1ub2uû,s,t;R0!

22P~R,s,t;R0!#, ~2.4a!

bj5r j2r j21 . ~2.4b!

In Eq. ~2.4!, û represents a unit vector whose orientation is
integrated over the surface of the unit sphere, andbj denotes
the j th bond vector. The operatorL̂S describes the evolution
of the distribution function caused by the slithering motion,
in which a bead and its associated bond vector are detached
from one end of the chain and then reattached at the other

end with random orientation of the bond vector. For math-
ematical convenience, we assume that the length of the bond
vector is preserved. This process occurs with a ratew/N that
is unaffected by the state of the medium. If the bond vectors
were constrained to be of equal length, this mechanism
would be identical to the slithering mode introduced in the
FJC model.24~b! In the absence ofL̂S , Eq.~2.1! reduces to the
corresponding equation of motion in the DDR model.28

The transition matrixV in Eq. ~2.1! governs the fluctua-
tions of the medium variables, and is defined as in Ref. 28
for the DDR model

Vss85(
j

vs js j8 )mÞ j
dsms

m8
, ~2.5a!

v0052v1052gc, ~2.5b!

v1152v0152g~12c!. ~2.5c!

The uncorrelated medium variables fluctuate between the
values of 0 and 1 with rateg. At equilibrium, a medium
variable has value 0 with probability 1-c and value 1 with
probability c. We refer to 1-c as the obstacle density.

The determination of an ensemble average requires a
sequence of three operations. The average of a function of
the polymer configurationF~R! over all trajectories of the
system consistent with a given final state of the mediums
and a given initial chain configurationR0 is represented by
an overbar

F̄~s,t;R0!5E dR F~R!P~R,s,t;R0!. ~2.6!

The average over initial chain configurations is represented
by angular brackets

^F̄~s,t !&5E dR0 ceq~R0!F̄~s,t;R0!. ~2.7!

The equilibrium distribution of initial chain configurations,
which is denotedceq, is the Gaussian distribution consistent
with a harmonic intrachain potential. The averaging process
is completed by summing over all states of the medium at
time t

(
s

^F̄~s,t !&. ~2.8!

The medium variables fluctuate with rateg, which in our
previous study of the DDR model28 was treated as an exter-
nally specified parameter. For the DDRS model, however, we
apply the self-consistent strategy used in our treatment of the
FJC model24~e! to determineg as a function of chain length
and obstacle density. This approach is based on consideration
of CR(t), the autocorrelation function of the chain’s end-to-
end vector. For the DDRS model,CR(t) takes the form

CR~ t !5(
s

(
j52

N

(
m52

N

^b̄j~s,t;R0!–bm~0!&. ~2.9!

An equation of motion for the partially averaged bond vector

b̄ j ~s,t;R0! may be constructed by substituting Eq.~2.1! into
the identity
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]b̄j~s,t;R0!

]t
5E dR bj

]P~R,s,t;R0!

]t
. ~2.10!

The resulting equations are equivalent to the equations of
motion for partially averaged bond vectors in the FJC model,
which are presented in Eqs.~2.9a!–~2.9e! of Ref. 24~b!.
Since the partially averaged bond vectors in the FJC and
DDRS models obey the same equations of motion, and since
the chains in both models are governed by Gaussian configu-
rational distributions,CR(t) for the DDRS model is exactly
equal toCR(t) for the FJC model. In the absence of the
slithering mode and of disorder~L̂S50, c51!, this connec-
tion reduces to the established relationship betweenCR(t) in
the Rouse model and in the Orwoll–Stockmayer model of a
freely-jointed chain.29

In Ref. 24~b!, CR(t) was calculated for the FJC model
within the dynamical effective medium approximation
~EMA!,25–27andg was determined by requiring that it equal
the smallest configurational relaxation rate that characterizes
CR(t). Applying the EMA to the DDRS model yields the
same relation ofg to chain length and obstacle density that
was obtained in the FJC model

g5wS p

ND 2F 1N1
1

2
2

N

apNe
2

1

ap

1AF122
N

apNe
2

1

apG21 2

ap S 12
1

Ne
D G , ~2.11a!

a5A41
p2

N22
p

N
, ~2.11b!

Ne51/~12c!. ~2.11c!

The entanglement numberNe is defined in Eq.~2.11c! to be
the mean number of bonds separating a successive pair of
temporarily immobilized beads. The expression forg in Eq.
~2.11! simplifies in the physically relevant case in whichN,
Ne@1. In these circumstances,g displays the following lim-
iting behavior:

g5wp2/N2, N/Ne!1, ~2.12a!

g5wp2Ne /N
3, N/Ne@1. ~2.12b!

For unentangled chains (N!Ne), the medium relaxation rate
equals the slowest conformational relaxation rate of an un-
hindered Rouse chain. For an entangled fluid (N@Ne), the
medium relaxation rate displays the sameN23 dependence
that is predicted for the tube disengagement rate in the tube
model. The DDRS model is defined by Eqs.~2.1!–~2.5!, to-
gether with the self-consistently determined value ofg in Eq.
~2.11!.

III. THE SHEAR MODULUS

We have carried out a linear response calculation that
relates the intramolecular contribution to the shear modulus
G(t) for the DDR model to equilibrium correlation functions
of bead coordinates.28 The same expression is valid in the
DDRS model

G~ t !5
rjw

NK0
(
j51

N21

(
s

Sj j ~s,t !, ~3.1a!

Snm~s,t !5^bn11
x bm11

y ~s,t !&. ~3.1b!

In Eqs.~3.1!, we have reexpressed Eqs.~2.10! of Ref. 28 in
terms of bond vectors. The number density of monomers is
denotedr. The applied strain ratek(t) in Eq. ~2.1! is taken to
have the formK0d(t). Thex andy components of the bond
vectorbj are denotedbj

x andbj
y, respectively. Equations of

motion for the quantitiesSnm~s,t! may be derived by differ-
entiating the right side of Eq.~3.1b! with respect to time, and
applying the expression for the time derivative of a partially
averaged quantity in Eq.~2.10!. Introduction of the equation
of motion for the distribution function in Eq.~2.1! and the
definition of the average over initial polymer configurations
in Eq. ~2.7! yields

]Snm~s,t !

]t
5 (

j ,k51

N21

@Wnm, jk
R ~s!1Wnm, jk

S #Sjk~s,t !

1(
s8

Vss8Snm~s8,t !, ~3.2a!

Wnm, jk
R ~s!5dn jKmk~s!1dmkKn j~s!,

Kjk~s!5w@skd j ,k211s jd j ,k112d j ,k~s j111s j !#,

1, j ,k,N21,

K1k~s!5Kk1~s!5w@s2dk22d1k~s11s2!#,

KN21,k~s!5Kk,N21~s!

5w@sN21dk,N222dN21,k~sN211sN!#,

~3.2b!

Wnm, jk
S 5~w/N!@dn, j11dm,k111dn, j21dm,k21

22dn jdmk#. ~3.2c!

The matrixWR~s! in Eq. ~3.2b! contains the contribution
from Rouse dynamics and the matrixWS in Eq. ~3.2c! re-
flects the effects of the slithering motion. The solution to Eq.
~3.2a! satisfies initial conditions consistent with a harmonic
intrachain potential

Snm~s,0!5
K0b

2

3
dnmF~s!, ~3.3a!

F~s!5)
j51

N

@cds j ,1
1~12c!ds j ,0

#. ~3.3b!

The equilibrium distribution of medium variables is denoted
F~s!.

The coupled linear differential equations in Eq.~3.2a!
may be formally solved by taking Laplace transforms

Ŝnm~s,s![E
0

`

dt e2stSnm~s,t !

5 (
j ,k51

N21

(
s8

@G~s!#nms; jks8Sjk~s8,0!, ~3.4a!
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@G21~s!#nms; jks8[sdn jdmkdss82dss8@Wnm, jk
R ~s!

1Wnm, jk
S #2dn jdmkVss8 . ~3.4b!

The Laplace transform ofSnm~s,t! is related in Eq.~3.4a! to
a propagatorG, which is defined in terms of its inverse in Eq.
~3.4b!. G may be regarded as a square matrix of dimension
2N(N21)2. Substitution of this formal solution of Eq.~3.2a!
into Eq. ~3.1a! relates the shear modulus to elements ofG:

G~ t !5
rkBT

N (
n,m51

N21

Lnn,mm~ t !, ~3.5a!

L i j ,nm~ t !5 (
s,s8

L21@G~s!# i js;nms8F~s8!. ~3.5b!

The operatorL21 denotes inverse Laplace transformation.
The ~N21!2-dimensional propagatorL is the average of
L21G over the 2N states of the medium.

We next introduce approximations that permit the evalu-
ation of G(t) from Eq. ~3.5a!. In the case of an ordered
medium,c51, the matricesWR~s! @Eq. ~3.2b!# andWS @Eq.
~3.2c!# commute. In the disordered case, 0,c,1, these ma-
trices do not commute. IfWR~s! and WS commute, the
propagatorL factors into the product of a propagatorLS that
reflects slithering dynamics and a propagatorLDDR that rep-
resents the effects of Rouse dynamics. Our first approxima-
tion is to impose this factorization for the case with dynami-
cal disorder:

L~ t !5LS~ t !•LDDR~ t !, ~3.6a!

LS~ t !5exp@ tWS#, ~3.6b!

@LDDR~ t !# i j ,nm5L21(
s,s8

@GDDR~s!# i js;nms8F~s8!,

~3.6c!

$@GDDR~s!#21% i js;nms85sd ind jmdss82dss8Wij ,nm
R ~s!

2d ind jmVss8 . ~3.6d!

Within this approximation,G(t) in Eq. ~3.5a! takes the form

G~ t !5
rkBT

N H (
n,m51

N21

Lnn,mm
S ~ t !F (

j51

N21

Lmm, j j
DDR ~ t !G J .

~3.7!

The sum within square brackets in Eq.~3.7! depends on the
value of the indexm. For an infinitely long polymer,N→`,
however, the value of this term is independent ofm. Our
second approximation is to take this term to be independent
of m for finite N. In this case,G(t) is proportional to the
product of two factors,gS(t) andgDDR(t):

G~ t !5$N/@~N21!rkBT#%gS~ t !gDDR~ t !. ~3.8!

The factorgS(t) in Eq. ~3.8! represents the shear modu-
lus in the absence of Rouse dynamics. This limit may be
attained in the present model by settingc50. This contribu-
tion toG(t) is given by

gS~ t !5
rkBT

N (
n,m51

N21

Lnn,mm
S ~ t ! ~3.9a!

5
2rkBT

N2 (
q51,3,5,•••

N21

ctn2S qp

2NDexp@2wlqt/N#, ~3.9b!

lq54 sin2S qp

2ND . ~3.9c!

The functiongS(t) has the same form as the prediction for
G(t) from the tube model.32 The second factor in Eq.~3.8!
has the form ofG(t) in the DDR model of Ref. 28:

gDDR~ t !5
rkBT

N (
n,m51

N21

Lnn,mm
DDR ~ t !. ~3.10!

We evaluate this term using the approximate expression pre-
sented in Eq.~4.8! of Ref. 28:

gDDR~ t !5
rkBT

N
L21(

q51

N21
1

s12wlqc2
g~s!

, ~3.11a!

c2
g~s!511

4

~s1g!te

2A 16

~s1g!2te
2 1

8

~s1g!te
1

1

wte
, ~3.11b!

te5Ne
2/w. ~3.11c!

The effective medium functionc2
g~s! in Eq. ~3.11b! is intro-

duced in Eq.~4.9! of Ref. 28. This quantity may be inter-
preted as a dimensionless bead mobility whose frequency
dependence reflects dynamics of the surrounding molecules.
The entanglement timete in Eq. ~3.11c! is proportional to the
longest relaxation time of a Rouse chain of length equal to
the entanglement lengthNe , which is defined in Eq.~2.11c!.

The calculations ofG(t) in Ref. 28 for the DDR model
employed the relations in Eqs.~3.11!, with g treated as an
externally controlled parameter. In the present work, the
self-consistently determined value ofg in Eq. ~2.11a! is sub-
stituted into Eq.~3.11b!. This value ofg reflects the effects
of both Rouse dynamics in a fluctuating medium and the
slithering mode. For this reason, the form ofG(t) in Eq.
~3.8! does not represent a factorization into contributions
from two independent processes. The factorgS(t) in Eq.
~3.8! contains the effects of only the slithering motion and is
not influenced by Rouse dynamics, whilegDDR(t) represents
stress relaxation through both slithering and Rouse dynam-
ics.

Expressions for the storage and loss moduli, denoted
G8~v! andG9~v! respectively, and for the shear viscosityh
may be obtained from Eqs.~3.8!, ~3.9!, and~3.11!. The stor-
age and loss moduli are defined in terms ofG(t) by3

ivĜ~v!5G8~v!1 iG9~v!, ~3.12a!

Ĝ~v!5
1

A2p
E
0

`

dt e2 ivtG~ t !. ~3.12b!

The one-sided Fourier transform ofG(t) is given by
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Ĝ~v!5
&rkBT

N3Ap
(

q151,3,5,•••

N21

ctn2S q1p2N D
3 (

q251

N21
1

wlq1

N
1 iv12wlq2

c2
g~ iv1wlq1

/N!

.

~3.13!

Equation~3.13! expressesĜ~v! in terms of the effective me-
dium functionc2

g(z) for complex-valuedz. This quantity is
determined by replacing the real variables with the complex
variablez in Eq. ~3.11b!, and choosing the branch cut so as
to recover the physically relevant solution for real-valuedz.
The shear viscosity, which equals the time-integral ofG(t),
may be calculated from Eq.~3.13!:

h5
2rkBT

N3 (
q151,3,5,•••

N21

ctn2S q1p2N D
3 (

q251

N21
1

wlq1

N
12wlq2

c2
g~wlq1

/N!

. ~3.14!

Numerical calculations of viscoelastic properties from Eqs.
~3.8!–~3.14! are presented in Sec. IV.

IV. CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The shear modulusG(t) is calculated for the DDRS
model by numerically performing the summation and inverse
Laplace transformation33 in Eq. ~3.11a! to obtaingDDR(t), by
numerically evaluating the summation in Eq.~3.9b! to obtain
gS(t), and by multiplying those quantities as shown in Eq.
~3.8!. Before discussing numerical results, we consider the
limiting behavior displayed byG(t). According to Eq.~3.9!,
gS(t) decays with the slithering timetS , defined in terms of
the Rouse timetR by

tS5NtR5N3/~wp2!. ~4.1!

The slithering time has the same scaling withN as the dis-
engagement time in the tube model.3 The decay ofgDDR(t)
in Eq. ~3.11! depends on the magnitude of the degree of
entanglement,N/Ne . The time dependence ofgDDR(t) is
governed by the frequency dependence of the effective me-
dium functionc2

g in Eq. ~3.11b!. This frequency dependence
is controlled by the magnitude ofgte , with the medium re-
laxation rateg defined in Eq.~2.11a! and the entanglement
time te defined in Eq.~3.11c!.

For the case of an unentangled fluid,N!Ne , the me-
dium relaxation rateg is given by the limiting expression in
Eq. ~2.12a!. In this case,gte5p2(Ne/N)

2@1. For N!Ne

andNe@1, the effective medium function in Eq.~3.11b! has
value unity. Substitution of this result into Eq.~3.11a! for
gDDR(t) yields the shear modulus for the Rouse model,
which decays ast21/2 for t!tR , and ase22t/tR for t@tR .

3

SinceG(t) in the Rouse model decays on time scales short
compared totS , the slithering process does not contribute

significantly toG(t) in the DDRS model for unentangled
systems. In the unentangled limit, the DDRS prediction for
G(t) reduces to that of the Rouse model.

The shear modulus displays a richer time dependence for
an entangled fluid,N@Ne . In this case, the medium relax-
ation rate is given by the limiting form in Eq.~2.12b!, and
the parametergte5p2(Ne/N)

3!1. For gte!1, the fre-
quency dependence of the effective medium function be-
comes significant, andgDDR(t) shows a more complex time
dependence than does the shear modulus of the Rouse
model. We briefly review the predictions of the DDR model
in this limit, which are discussed in Ref. 28. Fort!te ,
gDDR(t) follows the prediction of the Rouse model. Att;te ,
a plateau begins at the plateau modulus

G~0!5rkBT/Ne . ~4.2!

The entanglement number of a laboratory polymer, defined
as the ratio of entanglement molecular weight to monomer
mass, is conventionally equated torkBT/G

(0).3 Comparing
this relation to Eq.~4.2! establishes the equivalence between
the entanglement number in our model, defined in Eq.
~2.11c!, and the entanglement number for a laboratory poly-
mer. The plateau extends to a time scaleg21, and is followed
by a t21/2 decay up to a renormalized Rouse time,tRR:

tRR58tR /~gte!58N5/~wp4Ne
3!. ~4.3!

The renormalized Rouse time may be interpreted as the long-
est relaxation time of a Rouse chain of lengthN/Ne for
which the rate of local motions isg. In the language of the
tube model, this time corresponds to the longest Rouse re-
laxation time of the tube. Fort@tRR, g

DDR(t) decays expo-
nentially with time constanttRR/2. The shear modulusG(t)
is proportional to the product ofgDDR(t) and gS(t). Since
tS@g21 for an entangled fluid,gS(t) does not contribute sig-
nificantly toG(t) until after the times over which the plateau
is established. The nature of the decay following the plateau
is controlled by the magnitude oftRR/tS:

tRR/tS58N2/~p2Ne
3!. ~4.4!

The value of this ratio depends on the relative magnitudes of
N andNe

3/2. If N!Ne
3/2, tRR/tS!1, andgS(t) does not con-

tribute significantly toG(t). In this case,G(t) displays the
post-plateau time-dependence just described forgDDR(t). If
N@Ne

3/2, tRR/tS@1, and gS(t) contributes significantly to
G(t). Under these circumstances, the post-plateaut21/2 de-
cay persists tot;tS , and is followed by exponential decay
with time constanttS .

Calculations ofG(t) for three different melts are shown
by the solid curves in Fig. 1. For the leftmost curve,N5100
andNe5103. For this unentangled case,G(t) decays in ac-
cordance with the prediction of the Rouse model, and does
not exhibit a plateau. The middle curve was calculated for
N5500 andNe5100. For this fluid of intermediate degree of
entanglement,G(t) shows Rouse behavior fort!te . At later
times,G(t) displays an inflection point and the beginnings of
a plateau, which is followed by a more rapid decay for
t.g21. The leftmost vertical dot–dashed line indicates the
value ofg21 for this calculation. For this system,tRR/tS,1,
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so thattRR is the relevant time scale for the post-plateau
decay. The leftmost vertical dashed line indicates the value
of tRR for this calculation. Fort@tRR, G(t) decays exponen-
tially. The rightmost solid curve showsG(t) for a strongly
entangled fluid withN55000 andNe5100. This curve
shows a pronounced plateau at the valueG~0! in Eq. ~4.2!,
which is indicated by the horizontal dashed line. This plateau
begins to decay att;g21, which is represented by the right-
most vertical dot–dashed line. For this fluid,tRR/tS.1, so
that the terminal decay ofG(t) has time constanttS . The
rightmost vertical dashed line showstS for N55000,
Ne5100.

The storage and loss moduli, defined in Eq.~3.12a!, con-
tain the same information asG(t) but in a form more readily
compared to results of modern rheological experiments. The
storage modulusG8~v! is plotted in Fig. 2 for the same three
systems investigated in Fig. 1. The leftmost solid curve was
calculated for an entangled fluid withN55000 andNe5100.
In this case,G8~v! displays a plateau forg,v,te

21. For
these parameters,tS

21 is indicated by the leftmost vertical
dashed line andg is shown by the leftmost vertical dot–
dashed line. The middle solid curve showsG8~v! for a sys-
tem of intermediate degree of entanglement withN5500 and
Ne5100. The rightmost vertical dashed line showstRR

21 and
the rightmost vertical dot–dashed line showsg for these pa-
rameters. The vestigial plateau shown by this curve corre-
sponds to that shown by theG(t) calculation in Fig. 1. The
rightmost curve showsG8~v! for an unentangled fluid with
N5100 andNe5103. This curve reproduces the predictions
of the Rouse model, and shows no plateau.

The loss moduli of the three fluids investigated in Figs. 1

and 2 are shown in Fig. 3. The leftmost and middle solid
curves were calculated forN55000 and forN5500, respec-
tively. In both of these curves,Ne5100. The leftmost dashed
vertical line showstS

21, and the leftmost dot–dashed vertical
line showsg for the parameters of the leftmost solid curve.
The rightmost dashed vertical line showstRR

21 , and the right-
most dot–dashed vertical line showsg for the parameters of
the middle solid curve. The rightmost solid curve shows
G9~v! for an unentangled fluid withN5100 andNe5103.
The middle and leftmost curves show Rouse behavior at high
frequencies, but also display a low-frequency feature that is
peaked at approximatelyv;g. The ‘‘valley’’ separating the
low-frequency peak from the Rouse feature becomes deeper
and wider asN is increased at fixedNe .

FIG. 1. The time dependence of the viscoelastic shear modulus is calculated
from Eq. ~3.8! for N5100 andNe51000 ~leftmost curve!, for N5500 and
Ne5100 ~middle curve!, and forN55000 andNe5100 ~rightmost curve!.
The time axis is scaled byw in Eq. ~2.3f!. The leftmost vertical dot–dashed
line shows the medium relaxation timeg21 for the parameters of the middle
curve, and the rightmost vertical dot–dashed line shows this quantity for the
parameters of the rightmost curve. The leftmost vertical dashed line shows
the renormalized Rouse timetRR of Eq. ~4.3! for the parameters of the
middle curve, and the rightmost vertical dashed line shows the slithering
time tS of Eq. ~4.1! for the parameters of the rightmost curve. The horizontal
dashed line shows the plateau modulusG~0! of Eq. ~4.2!. These calculations
illustrate the crossover from relaxation in an unentangled fluid to relaxation
in an entangled system.

FIG. 2. The frequency dependence of the storage modulus is shown for the
same systems considered in Fig. 1. For the leftmost curve,N55000 and
Ne5100, for the middle curve,N5500 andNe5100, and for the rightmost
curve, N5100 andNe51000. The leftmost and rightmost vertical dot–
dashed lines show the medium relaxation rateg for the parameters of the
leftmost and middle curves. The leftmost vertical dashed line showstS

21 for
the leftmost curve and the rightmost vertical dashed line showstRR

21 for the
middle curve.

FIG. 3. The frequency dependence of the loss modulus is shown for the
same systems considered in Figs. 1 and 2. For the leftmost curve,N55000
andNe5100, for the middle curve,N5500 andNe5100, and for the right-
most curve,N5100 andNe51000. The vertical lines have the same signifi-
cance as in Fig. 2.
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Winter et al. have developed an empirical fitting func-
tion for the spectrum of relaxation times in a melt of flexible
linear polymers, and have demonstrated that the viscoelastic
moduli predicted from this expression agree well with rheo-
logical measurements on entangled melts of polystyrene and
polybutadiene.5 We have used Eq.~3! of Ref. 5 together with
parameters in Table 4 of Ref. 5 to calculate the loss modulus
for polybutadiene withN/Ne550 at 28 °C. The result is
shown in Fig. 4. Comparison of the DDRS calculation for
N/Ne550 in Fig. 3 to the result in Fig. 4 shows that the
DDRS result reproduces qualitatively the low-frequency fea-
ture of the spectrum in Fig. 4. The agreement is not quanti-
tative, as the DDRS calculation overestimates the depth and
incorrectly predicts the shape of the valley between the low-
frequency peak and the Rouse feature. The origin of this
discrepancy may be understood by considering our predic-
tion for G(t). As shown in Fig. 1,G(t) displays a rigorous
plateau for sufficiently largeN/Ne . Over the range of times
for which this plateau persists, no stress relaxation is pre-
dicted to occur. In the language of the DDRS model, chain
dynamics are frozen until the obstacles have relaxed. Since a
laboratory liquid is not rigorously immobile on this range of
time scales, the trueG9~v! shows greater intensity for inter-
mediate frequencies than does our calculated result.

The coefficient of shear viscosity may be calculated for
the DDRS model from Eq.~3.14!. Before discussing numeri-
cal calculations, we analyze the limiting behavior predicted
by this expression. For an unentangled fluid withN!Ne , the
effective medium functionc2

g in Eq. ~3.14! may be replaced
by unity. In this limit, Eq.~3.14! reduces to the prediction of
the Rouse model, in whichh;N. We may estimateh for an
entangled fluid by truncating the summation overq1 in Eq.
~3.14! at q151. In discussing Eq.~4.4!, we noted that the
terminal decay ofG(t) is controlled by the relative magni-
tudes ofN andNe

3/2. The relative magnitudes of these quan-
tities also determine the dependence ofh on N. If
Ne!N!Ne

3/2, the summation overq2 in Eq. ~3.14! may be

performed after linearizing the sine function entering inlq2
to yield

h5@rkBT/~2wp2!#N4Ne
23. ~4.5!

If Ne is sufficiently large that a significant range ofN lies
betweenNe and Ne

3/2, h is predicted to scale asN4. For
N@Ne

3/2, the sum overq2 in Eq. ~3.14! may be transformed
to an integral to give

h5@rkBT/~wp2!#N3Ne
23/2. ~4.6!

In the limit of arbitrarily largeN/Ne , h is predicted to scale
asN3, as predicted by the tube model. For intermediateN, h
may be expected to display a dependence onN that is stron-
ger thanN3 but weaker thanN4.

Calculations of the dependence ofh on chain length are
shown in Fig. 5 forNe520 ~lower curve! andNe5500 ~up-
per curve!. These calculations were performed by evaluating
the right side of Eq.~3.14! numerically. Three dashed line
segments adjacent to each curve show the limiting behavior
just described. The lowest dashed line indicates the Rouse
limit, the middle dashed line shows the prediction of Eq.
~4.5!, and the upper dashed line represents the asymptotic
limit shown in Eq. ~4.6!. For Ne520 and for smallN, h
displays anN-dependence stronger than that predicted by the
Rouse model. The Rouse limit is never quite attained in this
curve, since the conditionN!20 cannot be satisfied. Over an
intermediate regime of chain length,h varies withN more
weakly thanN4, but more strongly thanN3. ForN@Ne

3/2, h
shows the asymptoticN3 dependence indicated by Eq.~4.6!.
A value ofNe5500 is sufficiently large that the Rouse limit
is attained forN!Ne . This value is also sufficiently large
that for N;Ne , h crosses over to theN4 behavior of Eq.
~4.5!, which is followed forN@Ne

3/2 by the asymptoticN3

dependence.
Our prediction for theN dependence ofh for an en-

tangled fluid is consistent with the conjecture of Graessley22

FIG. 4. The loss modulus for polybutadiene withN/Ne550 at 28 °C is
calculated from the empirical fitting function of Winteret al. in Eq. ~3! of
Ref. 5.

FIG. 5. The chain-length dependence of the coefficient of shear viscosity is
calculated from Eq.~3.14! for Ne520 ~lower curve! andNe5500 ~upper
curve!. h is scaled byw/(rkBT), with w defined in Eq.~2.3f! and r the
monomer density. The three dashed line segments adjacent to each curve
show the Rouse limit for unentangled chains, theN4 dependence predicted
in Eq. ~4.5!, and theN3 dependence predicted in Eq.~4.6!.
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and with simulations of the Doi–Edwards tube model.11,12

O’Connor and Ball12 have simulatedG(t) for a Rouse chain
confined to a tube and have found thath scales approxi-
mately asN3.4 for intermediate chain lengths and asN3 in the
asymptotic limit of long chains. Their results, taken from
Table II of Ref. 12, are shown by the circles in Fig. 6. The
curve connecting these points is a guide to the eye. The
viscosity in this figure is scaled by the viscosity for the
Rouse model,hR . These data do not recover the Rouse limit
for N!Ne , since the tube model does not include that limit.
A result that interpolates between Rouse and tube-model lim-
its may be obtained by adding the Rouse viscosity to these
data.12 It has been established that the prediction ofG(t)
within the tube model decays too slowly, producing a viscos-
ity that is too large relative to experimental results.12

O’Connor and Ball have adopted the proposal of des
Cloizeaux to equateG(t) to the square of the shear modulus
predicted by the tube model.10 This procedure reduces the
viscosity to produce good agreement with laboratory data.
The data shown in Fig. 6 have been treated by this method.
The dashed line adjacent to the O’Connor–Ball calculation
shows h/hR;N2.4. Pearsonet al.7 have shown that the
O’Connor–Ball calculations agree well with measurements
of h for entangled fluids of hydrogenated polybutadiene. Our
comparison of the DDRS results to those of O’Connor and
Ball is thus equivalent to a comparison with the data of Pear-
sonet al.The upper solid curve shows the DDRS calculation
for Ne550. The adjacent dashed line showsh/hR;N2.4. The
DDRS calculation overestimatesh, but predicts an
N-dependence similar to that shown by the simulation data
and the laboratory measurements. A significant discrepancy
between the DDRS results and experimental data concerns
the chain length at which the crossover from Rouse to en-
tangled dynamics occurs,Nc . For most experimental sys-
tems,Nc'2Ne , while for the DDRS calculationNc'Ne .

Pearsonet al. have illustrated the onset of entanglement
effects in melts of hydrogenated polybutadiene by plotting
the product ofh and the self-diffusion coefficientD vs
N/Ne .

7 The diffusion coefficient,D, for the DDRS model,
may be calculated by generalizing the procedure discussed in
Sec. II for the calculation ofCR(t) to obtain the time-
dependent mean-squared displacement of a bead. This calcu-
lation reveals thatD for the DDRS model is identically equal
to D for the FJC model. We may therefore computeD in the
DDRS model from Eq.~2.15! of Ref. 24~e!, which represents
an approximate calculation based on the FJC model. This
result predicts thatD;N21 for N!Ne in agreement with the
Rouse model, and thatD;NeN

22 for N@Ne , in agreement
with the tube model. This expression forD has been shown
to agree well with results of computer simulations and labo-
ratory measurements.24~e! Figure 7 shows plots ofhD for
Ne520 ~lower curve! and for Ne5500 ~upper curve!. For
N!Ne , this product is independent ofN, and forN@Ne

3/2,
hD;N. For N;Ne , it displays a dependence intermediate
betweenN andN2. Within the DDRS model,ND is a uni-
versal function ofN/Ne for N, Ne@1, but h/N is not, as
shown in Fig. 6. For this reason,hD is not a universal func-
tion of N/Ne in the DDRS model. Both experiment and
simulation34 suggest thatND is a universal function of
N/Ne. Rheological measurements

6 on melts of very long po-
lybutadiene chains suggest that this may not be the case for
h/N.

We have established that the DDRS model, within the
approximate treatment described here, provides a qualita-
tively correct description of the crossover from unentangled
to entangled behavior in the viscoelastic properties of poly-
mer melts. However, the prediction of a rigorous plateau in
the shear modulus for sufficiently entangled systems dis-
agrees with the behavior of laboratory polymers, which are
not immobile on these time scales. In our treatment of the
DDRS model, each Rouse mode relaxes according to a
frequency-dependent friction, the inverse ofc2

g(s) in Eq.

FIG. 6. The calculation ofh from Eq.~3.14! is compared to results from the
simulation of the tube model by Ball and O’Connor in Ref. 12. The viscosity
is scaled by the prediction of the Rouse model,hR . The upper solid curve
shows the DDRS result forNe550. The adjacent dashed line shows
h/hR;N2.4. The circles show data from Table II of Ref. 12, and the solid
curve passing through these points is a guide to the eye. The adjacent dashed
line showsh/hR;N2.4.

FIG. 7. The product of the coefficients of shear viscosity and self-diffusion
for the DDRS model is plotted versus chain length forNe520 ~lower curve!
andNe5500 ~upper curve!. hD is scaled by (rkBTb

2)21, with r the mono-
mer density andb the equilibrium root-mean-squared interbead separation.
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~3.11b!, that is independent of the wave vector of the mode.
On time scales over which long-wavelength motions are hin-
dered, dynamics on shorter wavelengths are affected by the
same effective friction. We believe that the refinement of our
treatment of the DDRS model to include a friction coefficient
that depends on wave vector as well as frequency17 will pro-
vide a more quantitative description of melt dynamics. This
procedure has the potential to allow modes of short wave-
length to feel a lower effective friction than modes of longer
wavelength. The challenge of introducing a wave vector-
dependent friction coefficient in our solution of the DDRS
model remains for future work.
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